Safety Plan

- All visitors on site must fill out a sign-in/out sheet that will be placed at the entry point of the construction site.

- When entering the site, visitors must wear all necessary Personal Protective Equipment (PPE); Hard Hat, Safety Glasses, Green Label and Certificated Safety Boots. Each visitor will be escorted by a competent worker or designated personnel throughout the site. At no point is the visitor allowed to remove the PPE unless he/she exits the construction site.

- All Workers will be given Company I.D Badges that must be worn throughout the site. Workers must allow access for visitors throughout pre-determined areas of the site and maintain a safe area for passage.

- Air horns will be located at the entrance of each occupied classroom which occupants will have as a signaling device in the case of an Emergency Evacuation. When signaled, workers on site or designated personnel will be escorting visitors out.

- Contact sheets will be placed at the entrance of the Construction site with Contact information such as names and phone numbers of construction management personnel, in the event visitors need immediate access during non-working hours.

- The turnover sheet will be secured in a key box/locked room, which will be only accessible to both contractors.

I acknowledge to abide by the terms of this document regarding security access.